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Abstract  

 
In the 21st century, climate change has emerged as a serious non-traditional security threat to 

human lives. Climate governance is sought to address the issues posed by climate change. 

China considers climate change a serious challenge. Being the largest consumer of energy, 

China has recently shifted its policy to green energy. It is positively influencing the global 

drives of climate governance cooperation. A significant number of green energy projects have 

been launched indigenously and in the countries as part of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) 

since its launch in 2013. The main objective of this study is to explore the climate governance 

cooperation under BRI and analyse the Green Diplomacy of China and its impacts. The green 

development concept must be adopted to ensure global climate governance. It will explore the 

mechanism of how China is ensuring environmental protection and climate governance while 

pursuing the BRI project. Though it is a very challenging task to accomplish in such a huge 

project like BRI, it is essential. To ensure green development, the Ministry of Commerce and 

the Ministry of Ecology and Environment of China have jointly issued policy guidelines for 

overseas investment called "Green Development Guidelines for Overseas Investment and 

Cooperation". It is a good step in global climate governance and helps to protect against climate 

change. Alongside, China has continuously attached great importance to Green Diplomacy and 

actively participating in global environmental governance. China is actively cooperating with 

the UN environmental agencies, part of the Paris agreement and all other important global 

diplomatic initiatives related to climate governance cooperation and providing technologies 

and technical and financial support to the developing countries which are part of BRI. China 

has also gained remarkable success in domestic environmental governance. 
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